PETER GLASS & ASSOCIATES, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & SWIMMING POOL DESIGNERS

COASTAL BEAUTY
OUTSTANDING RESULTS EVERY TIME

This dramatic project in Sydney’s Pittwater, presented many exciting design challenges, both in relation to its cliff
top location as well as in complying with the council’s demanding requirements. The fact that the steep site was in a
landslip area, and that a spa plus a pool of maximum length was required, meant that extra challenges were added.
After researching suitable specialist pool designers, the owners engaged Peter Glass & Associates, Australia’s
longest established and most specialised firm of landscape architects and swimming pool designers, to come up with
the optimum design solution for their unique site. The pool and spa were designed by Peter Glass and Bree Howell
from Peter Glass & Associates, with careful consideration of the clients’ requirements, as well as the site’s assets
and liabilities. The pool forms an elegant extension of the existing residence and captures the spectacular views of
the ocean beyond.
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This pool and spa have been skilfully located and designed in a manner that enables them to be viewed from the main
living areas of the residence. The clever design also enabled costs to be minimised by the careful balancing of cut and
fill on this difficult site. A glass edge was incorporated into the entire external perimeter of the pool, so as to provide
uninterrupted views across the pool and to establish a direct relationship with the ocean beyond.
The pool interior is tiled with a blend of Italian glass mosaic tiles designed by Peter Glass & Associates, specially
selected to capture the sparkle of the ocean beyond and to tie in with the ‘shot sawn’ sandstone coping.
Peter Glass and Associates have developed and refined their expertise in the design of high quality, award winning
swimming pools and landscapes over more than 30 years. They are now recognised as Australia’s leading landscape
architectural practice, specialising in the complex and exciting area of swimming pool design.
Their unique style, technical knowledge, ability to foresee design opportunities and meticulous attention to detail
have helped ensure that the name Peter Glass & Associates is synonymous with high quality innovative design and
professionalism.
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